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Zero to Infinity 
 

Set-Up 
 
It's the year 2320 AD and planet Earth is the HQ of the Universal Space 
Alliance (the USA), a confederation of planets from various galaxies. Same 
day travel throughout the cosmos is now possible due to the Infinity class of 
star cruisers. In Zero Drive they can reach any of the Alliance planets in 
about an hour or the most remote galaxy in about a day. They're fast. 
 
But it's a wild universe out there with many strange and unusual planetary 
civilizations. There are also rogue planets inhabited by unruly humanoids or 
hostile aliens, and vast uncharted regions where mysterious dark forces 
abound. Enforcing universal law in this cosmic quagmire of peoples, cultures 
and creatures is no easy feat. A fleet of law enforcement super cruisers is 
therefore kept on constant patrol. Crewed by dedicated specialists, their 
mission is to keep the universe safe for the law-abiding citizens of the USA. 
 
Amongst this fearless elite are Captain Taj O'Reilly and his crew of the USS 
Valiant. Well, maybe fearless is a bit of an exaggeration. And elite doesn't 
quite describe them. But Alliance citizens sleep well at night knowing that 
Taj and his crew are out there. If only they knew. 
 
Overview 
 
Twisting a classic Sci-Fi concept, Zero to Infinity satirizes contemporary 
attitudes and opinions whilst following the misadventures of the crew of an 
intergalactic patrol cruiser. Policing the cosmos is a constant challenge for 
Captain Taj O'Reilly and his dysfunctional crew. Wherever they set foot 
they usually only make things worse. Yet they always manage to squirm their 
way out of difficulty unscathed.  It's humor in space without boundaries - 
edgy, ribald, absurd, and loaded with outrageous innuendo.  
 
Themes & Inspirations 
 
More than just a parody of the Sci-Fi genre, each episode of Zero to Infinity 
provides the context for a humorous swipe at an enduring contemporary 
issue. Sex change, sex addiction, gay marriage, female equality, immigration, 
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ageism, political intolerance and religious extremism are some of the 
underlying themes in the ten episode synopses described,  starting on page 3.   
 
Although originally inspired by certain Sci-Fi classics, we also shamelessly 
plumb the entire history of film and literature for ideas that can be 
irreverently twisted to fit our concept. As all the episode titles suggest, if it is a 
classic of any kind we are ready to take a poke at it . 
 
Visual Style 
 
Gilliamesque.  Retro-future. Junkyard minimalist. All of the preceding could 
describe the look of the series.  In short, it will be a future universe cobbled 
together and cannibalized from whatever funky-looking stuff we can find. 
 
Main Characters 
 
Captain Taj O'Reilly - Commanding Officer. Home planet – Earth. In 
his form-fitting uniform Taj looks the epitome of a dashing star fleet 
commander. But appearances are deceptive. Incompetent, inconsiderate and 
intolerant, he can always be counted on to put his own interests first. And 
brave? Captain Kirk may go where others fear to tread. Not Taj. He'll be 
heading rapidly in the opposite direction. 
 
Krok - First Officer/Medical Officer. Home planet - Vulvan. Like all 
Vulvans, Krok is tall and slender with a permanently fixed piercing 
expression. A dry, humorless brainiac, he is stolidly calm in even the most 
dangerous situations and can always be counted on to give a detailed analysis 
and suggest various solutions.  But he usually gets it wrong. 
 
Minski - Communications Officer. Home planet - Venus. A frosty beauty 
whose steely composure, flawless efficiency and sharp intelligence set her 
apart from the rest of the crew. The only voice of sanity and reason, it's 
usually Minksi who finds the key to extricating the ship and its crew from 
their self-created predicaments.  
 
Putz - Navigation Officer. Home planet - Dykos.  Like all her race Putz is 
built like a brick boathouse and could bench-press a bathtub full of ball 
bearings.  All brawn no brain, she sports a buzz cut and likes ribald jokes, 
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beer and pizza. Not that anyone else here (Minksi aside) is a bright light, but 
Putz is definitely a bit dim, if not permanently confused.  
 
Ching - Engineer. Home planet - Earth. Inscrutable and irascible, 
Lieutenant Ching tortures the English language in his near impenetrable 
Chinese accent. Language difficulties aside, he is a technological genius with 
an encyclopedic knowledge of the many engineering complexities of the 
Valiant.  If any system fails Ching can fix it. It also helps that the Valiant was 
Made in China and he is the only one who can read the instruction manual.  
 
Bentley - Security Officer. Home planet - N/A. Although human in 
appearance, Bentley is actually a genetically engineered android with all the 
charm and characteristics of a regimental sergeant major. Programmed to 
follow orders without question, he does all the dirty work (and some of the 
cooking). But beneath the synthetic rippling muscles and chiseled good looks 
Bentley is more than just a mindless machine. As we will discover, he's a 
sensitive cyborg with a very distinct set of tastes - and preferences. 
 
Episode Synopses 
 
Episode One - Illegal Alien     (Note: A draft of the pilot script is available.) 
 
Outward bound on patrol the USS Valiant responds to a mayday signal from 
a nearby planet. When Bentley is beamed down to investigate, a slimy alien 
leaps on his face, smothering him. Back on board the alien dies and Bentley 
recovers but later a newborn alien suddenly bursts from his bloated gut and 
scurries off to hide. Bentley recovers again to help trap it but before it can be 
dumped into space he makes a surprising confession and appeal. He was in 
fact programmed by a humane society to incubate and preserve a live 
specimen of the endangered species. Can it now be kept on board without 
breaking laws on the harboring of illegal aliens? Minski has a solution. 
 
Episode Two - The Androgyna Strain 
 
Following the inspection of a malfunctioning communication beacon Taj 
becomes stricken with a mysterious ailment. His facial hair disappears, his 
breasts begin to grow, there's major shrinkage in an important part of his 
lower anatomy. Krok concludes that Taj has become infected by a strange 
virus which has triggered a genetic mutation. In short, he's turning into a 
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girl. The dramatic changes force Taj into a painful re-examination of his 
values, outlook and sexuality. But why were none of the others infected? And 
can an antidote be found? Or will Taj have to change his name to Nancy? 
 
Episode Three - The Utopica Wives 
 
On a routine patrol Taj and the crew beam down to the suburban planet of 
Utopica where the women are all blissfully submissive robots who delight in 
pleasing their men, and the drudgery of menial chores.  While Taj checks 
out the possibility of renting a little pied-à-terre in this planetary paradise Krok 
and Minski discover that the men of Utopica have invented a stultifying 
transmission device that mind-warps the women, keeping them pliable and 
subdued. Krok and Minski plan to destroy the transmitter and liberate the 
women but Taj's untimely interference produces disastrous results.  
 
Episode Four - East of Hedon 
 
The Valiant is sent to check the progress of a top-secret experiment on the 
planet Hedon. Atom and Ava, opposite gender prototypes of a new self-
replicating android have been set down on the lush uninhabited planet and 
programmed to multiply faster than bunnies. But there's trouble in paradise. 
No offspring have yet off-sprung because Atom has preference issues and 
Ava seems more interested in a serpent she found in a tree. When Krok's 
electron-shock therapy fails to cure Atom, Bentley persuades Taj to let him 
try a frank, android-to-android talk with him.  It marks the end of the 
android replication project but the beginning of a beautiful relationship. 
 
Episode Five - Revenge of the Yiidi 
 
The Valiant is sent to the mining planet Gulaga where revolting alien workers 
have captured Duke Skystalker, the Yiidi* enforcer sent to quell the uprising. 
Taj and Krok beam down to negotiate with Blubba the Glutt, the obese and 
slug-like labor leader. Oppressed by their squalid conditions the alien 
workers are demanding better pay and equal rights with humanoids within 
the Alliance. Released under Taj's cognizance Duke plans a counter-offer 
involving lots of firepower and indiscriminate slaughter. Led by Minski, 
concern grows quickly for the aliens. Their cause is just. Can the crew just 
stand by and do nothing? Taj could. But he must make a tough decision.  
 
* A private security force working for the USA's military/industrial complex. 
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Episode Six - The Divisible Man 
 
Ching demonstrates a modification to the Transporter* by beaming himself 
through a black hole, but returns in duplicate. Ching #1 is his usual grumpy 
self, still speaking heavily accented, mangled English. Ching #2 is cheerful 
and gregarious speaking with the impeccable diction of a BBC newsreader. 
Krok concludes that a malfunction has split him into two conflicting persona 
- the real Ching and the Ching of his dreams. The crew is also split. Some 
prefer the original, others the new improved version.  But the Valiant is not 
big enough for both of them. With tensions mounting Taj faces a thorny 
dilemma. If the double Chings can't be reconciled or recombined one of 
them must go, but which one? He finds a simple solution. 
 
* The device for instantaneous transportation to and from distant locations. 
 
Episode Seven - For Whom the Knell Tolls 
 
When a strange ringing pulsation from a nearby dark planemo* causes the 
crew to experience erotic hallucinations Taj is keen to investigate. Krok 
suspects it may be a siren call but a system failure forces the Valiant to land.  
In a wasteland of decaying starships and spacefarer skeletons they meet Dr 
Gloomus, sinister keeper of the ancient Knell, a mysterious artifact that 
generates the pleasure-inducing, habit-forming pulsations. Despite all the 
ominous signs Taj is soon hooked and in no rush to leave. When Putz then 
reveals that the Valiant's system failure was a Taj-inspired pretext to land, the 
crew acts quickly to save their captain with a daring course of action. 
 
* An uncharted, wandering planet that does not orbit a star. 
 
Episode Eight - Appointment in Samorra 
 
An act of hubris by Taj has dire consequences. When he scoffs at Krok's 
warning of a mythical wormhole* the Valiant is suddenly sucked through a 
time warp into the future. Only Minski ages gracefully. The others are all 
instantly turned into wizened and decrepit geriatric cases. Even Bentley, has 
lost the ramrod up his android unowat and is suddenly a stooped and 
dithering robot. And if the sudden onset of doddering old age isn't enough, 
the Valiant is also hurtling out of control into Samorra, an exploding giant 
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supernova.  So is this how it ends for our not so noble crew?  Flash vaporized 
in their premature dotage! Or can Minksi’s simple idea delay their fiery fate? 
 
* A hypothetical topological feature that distorts the space/time continuum. 
 
Episode Nine - Rendezvous with Ramazon 
 
The Valiant intercepts the fabled Ramazon, mother ship of an eponymous 
tribe of fierce uber-feminists led by philosopher queen Zara Bint Thustra. To 
perpetuate their race the Ramazons raid other planets to kidnap male slaves 
and sperm donors. So when the sultry Queen Zara entices Taj to parlay 
Krok suspects a trap. It is.  Once aboard the Ramazon's ship Taj is quickly 
abducted. Is he now doomed to becoming their slave?  Given the steamy 
sensuality of his captors the idea does have some appeal. Or can Minski's 
bold plan free him from such exertions and return him to the Valiant? 
 
Episode Ten - Citizen Khan 
 
Exploring a derelict ship, Taj and Bentley discover a cargo of cryogenically 
preserved humanoids.  Reviving one they take him back to the Valiant to 
recuperate. Minski identifies him as Ku Ku Khan, charismatic leader of an 
extremist cult expelled from planet Al-Abam a century earlier for inciting 
intolerance towards other races. Flattered by the silver-tongued Khan, Taj 
agrees to tow his ship to a nearby planet where his followers can be revived. 
But helping an arrogant bigot find his promised land doesn't go down well 
with the rest of the crew who are all targets of his contempt. Without Taj's 
support how can they shut Khan up and dump him? Minsky has a plan.
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Episode One (Illegal Alien) – Sample Scene 
 
INT. USS VALIANT. ARMORY.  
 
The Crew are arming up to hunt down a ferocious alien that has found its way on board 
and abducted Bentley. 
 
Krok pulls a gleaming cylindrical object from a weapons cabinet.  It looks like a chrome-
plated sex toy with a pistol grip. 
 

KROK 
Ladies and gentlemen, I give you the the Glock & Spiel 
Neutralizer, recommended by all discriminating alien control 
professionals.  Its laser-guided target-lock and hyper-charged 
tazer beam would stop Godzilla in its tracks at a hundred 
yards.  Batteries included. 
 

TAJ 
A stun gun?  Don't we have something a little more effective?  
An assault rifle maybe?  Or a missile launcher? 

 
KROK 

We do.  But I'm sure I don't have to remind you, sir, of the 
dangers of using a ballistic weapon inside a pressurized 
vehicle. 

 
Taj stares back at blankly.  Hasn't a clue.  Then, bluffing and stuttering... 
 

TAJ 
No...Course not...I was just..er.... 

 
CHING 
(laughs) 

You don't know. 
 
 

TAJ 
Yes I do. 

 
CHING 

No you don't. 
 

TAJ 
Course I do.  Tell him Minksi. 
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MINSKI 
An errant bullet or projectile might penetrate the hull causing 
the ship to de-pressurize.  

 
TAJ 

(suddenly getting it) 
See! Then... 

(clapping his hands together loudly) 
Whoosh!  Bye bye oxygen, we're all dead.  And we 
wouldn't want that to happen.  So let's have a look at that 
thing Mr Krok.  

 
Spock hands him the shiny Neutralizer.   
 

TAJ 
(admiring) 

An impressive looking little beauty. 
 
The others nod in agreement. 
 

TAJ 
(examining) 

But does it work? 
 
He inadvertently presses the trigger.  A red laser instantly pinpoints Ching's forehead.  A 
sizzling electronic flash then zips forward.  ZAP! Ching shrieks in excruciating pain... 
 

CHING 
Aaaaiieeeeeeeee! 

 
....and collapses to the ground unconscious. 
 

TAJ 
I guess so.  Not dead is he? 

 
KROK 

No, sir.  He'll come round in about half an hour. 
 

TAJ 
Okay, then.  Time to go hunting.... Here you go, Putz.  One 
for you. 

 
He hands her the Neutralizer. She looks at it, impressed. 
 

PUTZ 
Thank you, Sir 
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Taj takes another which he gives to Minski - upright, in the phallus erect position. 
 
 

TAJ 
And your's, Minski.  I'm sure you ladies will both sleep 
better now with one of these under your pillow. 

 
He winks at her.  She's not amused. 
 

MINSKI 
I object to that, sir. 

 
TAJ 

To what? 
 

MINSKI 
To your flagrant sexist stereotyping.  It's both condescending 
and contains offensive innuendo. 

 
TAJ 

Say what?  What I do? 
 

KROK 
If you'll permit me, Captain.  I believe Officer Minski is 
objecting to your inference that she and Officer Putz are not 
only of the weaker sex but may also use the Neutralizer for 
purposes other than it was intended. 

 
TAJ 

Can nobody here take a joke? 
(no reaction) 

Okay!  I apologize.  Now can we get back to business? 
 
Minski nods slightly.  Putz doesn't care.  She's still admiring her new Neutralizer. 
 

TAJ 
Good.  So here's my plan.  Minski and I will start searching at 
one end of the Zero Accelerator Chamber.  Krok and Putz, 
you’ll start at the other.... 

 


